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Abstract 

Using ideas employed in higher dimensional gravity, non-expanding, 
weakly isolated and isolated horizons are introduced and analyzed in 
2+1 dimensions. While the basic definitions can be taken over directly 
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from higher dimensions, their consequences are somewhat different be- 
cause of the peculiarities associated with 2+1 dimensions. Nonethe- 
less, as in higher dimensions, we are able to: i) analyze the horizon 
geometry in detail; ii) introduce the notions of mass, charge and an- 
gular momentum of isolated horizons using geometric methods; and, 
iii) generalize the zeroth and the first laws of black hole mechanics. 
The Hamiltonian methods also provide, for the first time, expressions 
of total angular momentum and mass of charged, rotating black holes 
and their relation to the analogous quantities defined at the horizon. 
We also construct the analog of the Newman-Penrose framework in 
2-1-1 dimensions which should be useful in a wide variety of problems 
in 2+1 dimensional gravity. 

PACS numbers: 04070B, 0420 

1    Introduction 

The zeroth and first laws of black hole mechanics apply to equilibrium sit- 
uations and small departures therefrom. In standard formulations of these 
laws, black holes in equilibrium are represented by stationary space-times 
with regular event horizons (see, e.g., [1, 2]). While this idealization is a 
natural starting point, from a physical perspective it seems quite restrictive. 
(See [3, 4] for a detailed discussion.) To overcome this limitation, a new 
model for a black hole in equilibrium was recently introduced for 3+1 (and 
higher) dimensional gravity [3, 4, 5, 6]. The generalization is two-fold. First, 
one replaces the notion of an event horizon with that of an isolated horizon. 
While the former are defined only retroactively using the fully evolved space- 
time geometry, the latter are defined quasi-locally by suitably constraining 
the geometry of the horizon surface itself. Second, one drops the require- 
ment that the space-time be stationary and asks only that the horizon be 
isolated. That is, the requirement that the black hole be in equilibrium is 
incorporated by demanding only that no matter or radiation fall through 
the horizon although the exterior space-time region may well admit radia- 
tion. Consequently, the generalization in the class of allowed space-times is 
enormous. In particular, space-times admitting isolated horizons need not 
possess any Killing vector field; although event horizons of stationary black 
holes are isolated horizons, they are a very special case. A recent series of 
papers [4, 5, 6, 7] has generalized the laws of black hole mechanics to this 
broader context. The notion of isolated horizons has proved to be useful 
also in other contexts in 3+1 dimensions, ranging from numerical relativity 
to background independent quantum gravity: i) it plays a key role in an 
ongoing program for extracting physics from numerical simulations of black 
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hole mergers [8, 9, 10, 11]; ii) it has led to the introduction [5, 12, 13] of a 
physical model of hairy black holes, systematizing a large body of results on 
properties of these black holes which has accumulated from a mixture of ana- 
lytical and numerical investigations; and, iii) it serves as a point of departure 
for statistical mechanical entropy calculations in which all black holes (ex- 
tremal or not) and cosmological horizons are incorporated in a single stroke 
[3, 14, 15]. 

In recent years, 2+1-dimensional stationary black holes have drawn a 
great deal of attention as simplified models for analyzing conceptual issues 
surrounding black hole thermodynamics (see, e.g., [2]). It is therefore nat- 
ural to ask if the isolated horizon framework can be constructed and used 
to extend the standard 2+1-dimensional treatments. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide such a framework, analyze the resulting horizon geome- 
try in detail and use it to generalize the zeroth and first laws of black hole 
mechanics. 

In Section 2, we introduce the definitions of non-expanding and weakly 
isolated horizons and derive their main consequences, including the gener- 
alized zeroth law. While the basic definitions are the same as in higher 
dimensions, some of their consequences are different because of special fea- 
tures of the 3-dimensional Riemannian geometry [16]. In particular, the 
Weyl tensor, which plays an important role in higher dimensions, now van- 
ishes identically. Similarly, since in 2+1 dimensions black holes exist only if 
the cosmological constant is non-zero, there is now an inherent length scale 
in the problem. However, the spirit of the analysis is the same as in higher 
dimensions: We extract, from the notion of Killing horizons, the minimal 
structure that is needed to generalize the laws of black hole mechanics. As in 
3+1 dimensions, some of the structure becomes more transparent in terms 
of null-triads. Therefore, in Appendix A we construct the 2+1-dimensional 
analog of the Newman-Penrose framework [17] and use it to elucidate the 
meaning and consequences of our horizon boundary conditions. 

In Section 3 we introduce the action principle, and in Section 4, the co- 
variant phase space and the associated Hamiltonian framework. While the 
overall procedure is the same as in higher dimensions [5, 6], there is a signif- 
icant technical complication in the choice of boundary conditions at infinity. 
In particular, while the electromagnetic potential falls off as l/rn in n + 2 
spatial dimensions for n > 0, one must now allow it to blow up logarith- 
mically. Since the treatment of these boundary conditions is perhaps the 
most difficult technical part of our analysis, they are spelled out in detail 
separately in Appendix B. The end result is that there do exist boundary 
conditions which suffice to make the action principle, the symplectic struc- 
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ture and the Hamiltonians well-defined. Using these structures, we establish 
the generalized first law. As in higher dimensions, it arises as a consistency 
condition for the evolution to be generated by a Hamiltonian; there is thus an 
infinite family of first laws, one for each time-like vector field in space-time, 
the evolution along which is Hamiltonian. 

In Section 5, we consider the issue of introducing a canonical notion of 
horizon energy which can be interpreted as horizon mass. In the Hamiltonian 
framework, this problem reduces to that of selecting (for each point in the 
phase space) a preferred time-evolution vector field at the horizon. One 
expects this choice to vary from one point in the phase space to another; in 
the non-rotating case, one would expect the preferred vector field to point 
along the null normal to the horizon, while in the rotating case, one would 
expect it to have a non-zero component also along the space-like, rotational 
direction at the horizon. As in 3+1 dimensions, we resolve this problem by 
making use of known stationary solutions [18, 19, 20]. 

Sections 3-5 focus on the infinite dimensional space of histories and the 
phase space in presence of weakly isolated horizons. In Section 6, by contrast, 
we consider individual space-times and analyze the geometrical structures 
and their interplay with field equations at the horizon. Specifically, we first 
show that non expanding horizons admit a natural derivative operator V and 
study the geometrical information it encodes, beyond the natural degenerate 
metric, and then use field equations to isolate the freely specifiable parts of 
V on weakly isolated horizons. As in higher dimensions [5] we introduce the 
notion of isolated horizons using the derivative operator V. In contrast to 
higher dimensions, every non-expanding horizon can be equipped with an 
isolated horizon structure simply by selecting an appropriate null normal 
and, generically, this can be achieved in a unique fashion. Readers who are 
primarily interested in the notions of mass and angular momentum and black 
hole mechanics can skip this section. Reciprocally, readers who are primarily 
interested in the horizon geometry and field equations can go directly to 
Section 6 after Section 2 without loss of continuity. Section 7 summarizes 
the main results and points out a subtlety in the definition of mass which 
arises again because in 2+1 dimensions, the electromagnetic potential must 
be allowed to diverge logarithmically at infinity. 

Throughout this paper, we will set SnG = c = 1. Since Newton's con- 
stant has dimensions of inverse mass in 2+1 dimensions, now mass and 
charge are dimensionless while angular momentum has dimensions of length. 
As a general rule, arguments and proofs which are parallel to those in higher 
dimensions [5, 6, 10] are only sketched and differences are emphasized. 
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2    Definitions and geometrical structures 

In this Section we will define weakly isolated horizons and analyze their 
geometric properties. It is convenient to proceed in two steps since certain 
preliminary results are needed to state the final definition. 

Let M be a three dimensional manifold with metric tensor gab of signa- 
ture ( h +).  For simplicity, we will assume that all manifolds and fields 
are smooth. Let A be a null hypersurface in {M^Qab)- A future directed 
null normal to A will be denoted by i. The expansion 9^ of £ is defined 

by 9(£)=ma"mbVah, where V is the derivative operator on (M^gab) and ma 

is any unit, space-like vector field tangent to A.1 It is easy to check that 
the expansion is insensitive to the choice of ma. However, as the notation 
suggests, it does depend on the choice of the null normal £; if £'=/£, then 

2.1    Non-expanding horizons 

Definition 1: A 2-dimensional sub-manifold A of a space-time (Ai,gab) is 
said to be a non-expanding horizon if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) A is topologically S'1 x IR and null; 

(ii) The expansion 9^ of £ vanishes on A for any null normal £; 

(iii) All equations of motion hold at A and the stress-energy tensor Tab 
matter fields at A is such thai 

any future directed null normal £. 
of matter fields at A is such that —Ta

b£
b is future directed and causal for 

Note that if conditions (ii) and (iii) hold for one null normal £ they hold 
for all. 

The role of these conditions is as follows. The first condition just en- 
sures that the cross-sections of A are compact which will in turn ensure 
that various integrals —defining, e.g., the symplectic structure and various 
Hamiltonians— over these cross-sections are well-defined. The second con- 
dition is the crucial one.  It directly implies that all horizon cross-sections 

throughout this paper, = will denote equality restricted to the null surface A. 
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have the same length, which, following the terminology in the literature [2] 
we will call the 'horizon area7 and denote by a^. It will also be convenient 
to introduce the notion of the horizon radius RA, defined by a A = 2

/
KRA- 

Finally, as we will see below, condition (ii) also implies that there is no flux 
of matter-energy across the horizon and thus captures the intuitive notion 
that the black hole is isolated. The last condition, (iii), is analogous to the 
dynamical conditions one imposes at spatial infinity. While at infinity one 
requires that the metric (and other fields) approach a specific solution to the 
field equations (namely, 'the classical vacuum'), at the horizon one only asks 
that the field equations be satisfied. The energy condition involved is very 
weak; it follows from the much stronger dominant energy condition normally 
imposed. All these conditions are satisfied on any Killing horizon (with a S'1 

cross-section) if gravity is coupled to physically reasonable matter (includ- 
ing perfect fluids, Klein-Gordon fields, Maxwell fields possibly with dilatonic 
coupling and Yang-Mills fields). 

We will now present three examples of non-expanding horizons: 

Example 1: The paradigmatic example of a non-expanding horizon in 
2+1 dimensions is provided by the BTZ black holes[18]. We begin by showing 
that the horizons of these space-times trivially satisfy our Definition 1. 

In Eddington-Finkelstein-like coordinates, the space-time metrics of these 
black holes are given by 

ds2 = -(AT) V + 2dvdr + r2 (d(f> + N^dv)   , (2.1) 

where 

and 

^H/M + ^)12andiV* = -^, (2.2) 

M     r2 

nr) = ~V+P> (2-3) 

the length I being related to the cosmological constant A through 

A = -i (2.4) 

Thus, for any value A of the cosmological constant, there is a 2-parameter 
family of BTZ metrics, labeled by M and J. The metric coefficient N 
vanishes at r = r±, where 

r  /J\211/2' 
2.   l^   '-{Mi) 4 = Ml2 

(2.5) 
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The 2-surface r = r+ is the horizon of interest to us. Sometimes it is conve- 
nient to have the mass M and the angular momentum J expressed in terms 
of r_|_ and r_: 

M = nri±^      J=2-^. (2.6) 

The surface r = r+ is null with normal 

4 = ft,-JV*(r+)fy. (2.7) 

Since it is coordinatized by v, 0, it has the required topology, S'1 x IR. Since 
£ is a restriction to the horizon of a space-time Killing field dv — i\r^(r+)c?0 
it follows that 0^ vanishes. Finally, the third condition in the definition is 
trivially satisfied because BTZ metrics are vacuum solutions to Einstein's 
equation. 

Example 2: The first two conditions in our definition are satisfied by 
the more general class of metrics (2.1), without the restriction (2.3) on the 
form of the function f(r). If the function f(r) is chosen to satisfy the weak 
condition (drf) |r=r+< (r+/l2), the third condition in the definition is also 
satisfied. Thus, we have a very large class of generalized BTZ metrics which 
admit a non-expanding horizon. This class includes, in particular, the met- 
rics introduced in [19]. 

Example 3: Our final example is the charged, rotating black hole solu- 
tion first discovered by Clement [20]. (It was later independently found by 
Martinez, Teitelboim and Zanelli (MTZ) [21], who also analyzed its physical 
properties.) It is again a stationary axi-symmetric solution and is expressed 
in terms of three parameters, fo,a;, Q. As shown in section 5.2, they can 
be traded for mass M, angular momentum J and charge Q. However, as in 
higher dimensional dilatonic black holes, the dependence of M and J on the 
parameters appearing explicitly in the solution is quite complicated (see Sec- 
tion 5). Furthermore, in this case, the electro-magnetic fields and the metric 
coefficients diverge (logarithmically) at infinity. Hence the very meaning of 
mass and angular momentum is not a priori transparent. Finally, if one 
simply sets Q = 0, one obtains the BTZ metric with M = 0 and J = 0; to 
obtain the non-trivial solutions in the BTZ family, a more subtle limit has 
to be taken. 

Clement gave the metric in the form: 

ds2 = -N2dt2 + K2(dcj> + N*dt)2 + ^2 ^-, (2.8) 
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where the functions N, N^ and K are given by 

N2 = ^(S-^2in^fo0'      (2-9) 

"*   =   ~2^Q2Hr/fo)> (2-10) 

K2   =   r2 + ^a;2Q2ln(r/fo), (2.11) 

P   =   l2-u2 (2.12) 

The Maxwell field is given by: 

F = QdrA(dt-ud(f)). (2.13) 
r 

In the Eddington-Finkelstein-like coordinates the metric becomes 

ds2 = -iVV + ^d^dr + K2 (d(f> + ivW)2 . (2.14) 

(As is usual in the passage to the Eddington-Finkelstein type coordinates 
in the stationary context, the angle (j) in (2.14) is not the same as the one 
in (2.8). In the analysis of the horizon structure, we will use (2.14).) It is 
straightforward to check that the 2-surfaces N = 0, co-ordinatized by v, </>, 
are non-expanding horizons. 

Although the conditions imposed in Definition 1 seem rather weak, they 
have a number of interesting consequences. To explore them it is often conve- 
nient to introduce, as in the Newman-Penrose framework, a triad consisting 
of vectors £a,na

: and ma in the neighborhood of the horizon A. The vectors 
£a and na are null and raa, space-like. We choose £a to be a future pointing 
null normal of the horizon and then normalize na by requiring £ana= — 1 
and ma by requiring mama — 1. All other contractions vanish. (Thus, in 
contrast to the 3+1 dimensional NP framework, ma is now real and space- 
like rather than complex and null.) On the horizon we further require raa 

to be tangential to the horizon. Given such a triad, we can introduce NP- 
like coefficients as in 3+1 dimensions. Appendix A gives the corresponding 
definitions and a summary of important relations for these coefficients. It is 
often convenient to use the triad so that the pull-back to A of the 1-form 
n is orthogonal to Sl cross-sections of A, i.e., dn=Q (so that, in the NP- 
like framework of Appendix C, a=7r).2 We will explicitly specify when this 
restriction is made. 

We will conclude this subsection with a brief discussion of geometric 
structures available on non-expanding horizons. 

2Throughout this paper, an under-arrow will denote pull-back. 
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(a) Intrinsic metric of A: Denote by ga& the pull-back of the space-time 
metric g^ to A; qab=9ab' Since A is a 2-dimensional, null sub-manifold of 

4— 

(M.gab), and (, a null-normal to it, it follows that 

qabZb=0',      qab=mamb (2-15) 

for a unique 1-form ma, defined intrinsically on A. Furthermore, as the 
explicit calculation of spin coefficients in Appendix A shows, dm=0. We will 
choose our NP triad such that raa = ma. «— 

(b) Properties of £: Since £a is a null normal to A, it is automatically twist- 
free and geodesic. We will denote the acceleration of £a by K^ 

£aVa£
b=KW£b. (2.16) 

Note that the acceleration is a property not of the horizon A itself, but of 
a specific null normal to it: if we replace £ by £f=f£^ then the acceleration 
changes via 

(In the NP-type notation of Appendix A, K^ is denoted by e.) 

(c) A natural connection 1-form on (A,£): Since the expansion 0/£\ (or, 
in the framework of Appendix A, the NP-type coefficient p) vanishes, and 
since in 2+1 dimensions there is no analog of the 3+1 dimensional shear, we 
conclude that given any vector field Xa tangential to A, we have: 

XaVa£b=Xau;a£
b 

for some (^-dependent) 1-form ua on A. In particular, we have K^ = £auja. 
Thus, there exists a one-form u;a intrinsic to A such that 

Va£b=u;a£b. (2.18) 

(jja will play an important role in this paper. (In the NP-type framework 
of Appendix A, UJ can be expressed in terms of spin coefficients: u;a = 
arria — €na = araa — K^na.) Under the rescaling £ -> /£, the 1-form w 
transforms as a connection: 

^a-^a + Valn/. (2.19) 

A particular consequence of (2.18) is: 

£/gq6=2ya4=0; 
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every null normal I to A is a 'Killing field' of the degenerate metric on 
A. Thus, our key condition in the Definition —that £ be expansion-free— 
implies that non-expanding horizons are Killing horizons of the intrinsic 
geometry to 'first order'. 

Example 1: What is the expression of a;a in the case of the BTZ black 
hole? On the horizon, let us choose the triad vector ma as ra=(l/r+)d0. 
Then, a direct calculation yields: 

uja = N^rria - K{i)na (2.20) 

where the acceleration K,^ is given by 

^) = rf-r(Nl>)2. (2.21) 

(See the discussion of this example in appendix A.) As in higher dimen- 
sions [4, 6], the angular momentum information is contained in the spatial 
component of UJ. 

(d) Conditions on the Ricci tensor: As in higher dimensions [5], we can use 
the Raychaudhuri equation to obtain conditions satisfied by the 3-dimensional 
Ricci tensor at the horizon.  Thus, by calculating Ci 6^ for a general null 
congruence £ in terms of the derivatives of £ and the Ricci tensor and apply- 
ing it to any normal of a non-expanding horizon, we obtain: 

Rab£a£b=0. (2.22) 

(For a derivation in the NP-type framework, see equation (A.33) in appendix 
A.) Next, let us use the energy condition required in the Definition: Pa : 
= — T^£b is future pointing, and time-like or null on A. Using the field 
equations 

Rab-^R9ab + 9ab^ = Tab (2.23) 

and (2.22), we obtain Pa£
a=0, whence, at the horizon, Pa is of the form 

Pa=f£a + gma. The energy condition now implies #=0, i.e., the component 
Ta

b£
b is proportional to £a. The field equations then imply: 

Rab£amb=0. (2.24) 

This constraint on the Ricci curvature has an important consequence. 
Using the expression of the 3-dimensional Riemann tensor in terms of the 
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Ricci tensor in the equality 2\/[aVb}£d=Rabcd^c^ and (2.18), it is straight- 
forward to express du in terms of Ra^rr^. (2.24) now implies that UJ is 
exact: 

du=0. (2.25) 

(In the NP-type framework of Appendix A, Rat)m
a£b can be expressed in 

terms of spin-coefficients as Rat)m
a£b=Ct 7r—Cm KNP and d(jj=(Ci 7r-£m KNP) raA 

n, whence (2.24) implies that u is exact.) By contrast, in 3+1 dimensions, 
du is essentially determined by the imaginary part of the Weyl tensor com- 
ponent ^2? which encodes the angular momentum information [6]. We will 
see that angular momentum information continues to reside in a;; it is just 
that, since the Weyl tensor vanishes identically in 3 dimensions, we can no 
longer further simplify that expression and rewrite it in terms of the ^2- 

(e) Projective space: Since £ Lie-drags the intrinsic metric ga& of A, it is 
natural to pass to the space A of orbits of £. We will conclude the discussion 
of non-expanding horizons with a discussion of A. 

It follows from our topological restriction in Definition 1 that A has the 
topology of S1. Denote by ft the canonical projection map from A to A. 
Then, since #a&^=0 and Ceqab^0^ it follows that there exists a metric qab 
on A such that qab^Tl-kQab- The metric qab on A can be uniquely expressed 
as (jab — ™>a™<b and 221a — n*ma. 

2.2    Weakly isolated horizons 

Although non-expanding horizons already have a rather rich structure, the 
notion is not sufficiently strong to be directly useful to black hole mechan- 
ics. In particular, as we have seen, there is a freedom to rescale the null 
normal via £a -> £,a = f£a for any positive function / on A under which 
the acceleration of £ transforms via /^/) = f^(£) + ^tf- Because of this 
rescaling freedom, K^ will not be constant for a generic choice of £. Thus, 
on a general non expanding horizon, we can not hope to establish the zeroth 
law. In this sub-section, we will introduce a stronger definition by adding 
the minimal requirements needed for a natural generalization of black hole 
mechanics. 

Let us begin by introducing an equivalence relation on the space of null 
normals to a non-expanding horizon A. The transformation property (2.19) 
of wa under rescalings of £a shows that a;0 remains unaltered if and only if £a 

is rescaled by a constant. Therefore it is natural to regard two null normals 
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as equivalent if they differ only by a (positive) constant rescaling. We will 
denote each of these equivalence classes by [£]. In what follows we will be 
interested in non-expanding horizons A, equipped with such an equivalence 
class [£] of null normals. 

Definition 2: A weakly isolated horizon (A, [£]) consists of a non-expanding 
horizon A, equipped with an equivalence class [I] of null normals satisfying 

dcv^O foralHe [£]. (2.26) 

As pointed out above, if this last equation holds for one £, it holds for 
all £ in [£]. Condition (2.26) strengthens the notion that A has 'reached 
equilibrium': where as the intrinsic metric ga& is 'time-independent' on any 
non-expanding horizon, on a weakly isolated horizon, the connection 1-form 
u) is also 'time-independent'. Since £a is normal to A, one can regard Ka

b := 
V a£

b as an analog of the extrinsic curvature of the null surface A. In 
this sense, on a weakly isolated horizon, not only the intrinsic metric ga& 
but also the extrinsic curvature Ka

b is 'time independent'; while a non- 
expanding horizon approximates a Killing horizon only to 'first order', an 
isolated horizon approximates it to 'first' and 'second' order. 

We will first make a few remarks to elucidate this Definition and then 
work out some of its consequences, including the zeroth law. 

(a) Remaining rescaling freedom: A Killing horizon (with S1 -cross-sections) 
is automatically a weakly isolated horizon (provided the matter fields satisfy 
the energy condition of Definition 1). Furthermore, given a non-expanding 
horizon A, one can always find an equivalence class [£] of null-normals such 
that (A, [£]) is a weakly isolated horizon. However, condition (2.26) does 
not by itself single out the appropriate equivalence class [£] uniquely. As in- 
dicated in Section 6.4, one can further strengthen the boundary conditions 
and provide a specific prescription to select the equivalence class [£] uniquely. 
However, for mechanics of isolated horizons, these extra steps are unneces- 
sary. In particular, our analysis will not depend on how the equivalence class 
[£] is chosen. The adverb 'weakly' in Definition 2 emphasizes this point. 

(b) Surface gravity: In the case of Killing horizons AK, surface gravity is 
defined as the acceleration of the Killing field £ normal to AK- However, if 
AK is a Killing horizon for £, it is also a Killing horizon for c^ for any pos- 
itive constant c. Hence, surface gravity is not an intrinsic property of AK, 

but depends also on the choice of a specific Killing field £. (Of course the 
result that the surface gravity is constant on AK is insensitive to this rescal- 
ing freedom.)  This ambiguity is generally resolved by selecting a preferred 
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normalization in terms of the structure at infinity. However, in absence of a 
global Killing field this strategy does not work and we simply have to accept 
the constant rescaling freedom in the definition of surface gravity. In the 
context of isolated horizons, then, it is natural to keep this freedom. 

A weakly isolated horizon is similarly equipped with a preferred family 
[£] of null normals, unique up to constant rescalings. It is natural to interpret 
Ky) as the surface gravity associated with L Under permissible rescalings 

£ \-> £ = c£: the surface gravity transforms via: K^ = CK^. Thus, while u 

is insensitive to the rescaling freedom in [£], K^ captures this freedom fully. 
One can, if necessary, select a specific £ in [£] by demanding that n^ be 
a specific function of the horizon parameters which are insensitive to this 
freedom, e.g., by setting K,^ = (RA/I

2
), where i?A is the horizon radius and 

A = — (I//2), the cosmological constant. 

(c) Zeroth law: We will now show that the surface gravity /^ is constant 
on A. Applying the Cartan identity to (a;, £) we have: 

Q = Ciu) = d{l-(jj) + l-du. (2.27) 

However, we have already seen that UJ is curl-free on any non-expanding 
horizon. Hence d{£ • u) is zero, i.e., 

tt(£)=const. (2.28) 

Thus, weakly isolated horizons have constant surface gravity; the zeroth 
law holds on all weakly isolated horizons (A, [£)). However, as noted above, 
the precise value of surface gravity n^ depends on the choice of a specific 
normal £ in [£], unless n^ vanishes, i.e., (A, [£]) is an extremal weakly isolated 
horizon. 

2.3    Symmetries of weakly isolated horizons 

Let us now analyze the symmetries of a weakly isolated horizon. This analy- 
sis will play a key role in the construction of the horizon angular momentum 
and energy. 

By its definition, a weakly isolated horizon is equipped with three basic 
fields: i) the equivalence class [£] of null-normals; ii) the intrinsic (degenerate) 
metric qah of signature (0,4-), and, iii) the one-form u)a. Therefore it is natural 
to define symmetries of a given weakly isolated horizon as diffeomorphisms 
of A which preserve these three fields. 
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At an infinitesimal level, then, a vector field £a on a weakly isolated 
horizon (A, [£]) will be called a symmetry if 

Cf:£a = C£a;        £f9a6=0;    and    ^CJ-O; (2.29) 

for some (possibly vanishing) constant C. Now, any vector field £a on the 
horizon can be written as a linear combination of the fields £a and ma 

C = A£a + Bma. (2.30) 

To qualify as a symmetry, the coefficients A, B have to be constrained ap- 
propriately. A simple calculation shows that, if the surface gravity K^ is 
non-zero, these conditions reduce to 

A = const.    B = const., (2.31) 

while if K,(£\ is zero, the condition on A is weakened to 

A = C((/)) + Dv, (2.32) 

where fav are given by £ — d/dv, m — (l/R^d/dcj), and D is a constant. 

Note that, by the definition of weak isolation, £a is always an infinitesi- 
mal symmetry of (A, [£]). In the generic, non-extremal case, the only other 
possible symmetry is the rotational one. Thus, in this case there are only 
two possibilities: 
i) The symmetry group is two dimensional and Abelian. In this case met- 
ric qat, and the connection 1-form u;a on the horizon are stationary, axi- 
symmetric. We will refer to these as type I horizons. In this case, we will be 
able to introduce a natural notion of angular momentum. The event hori- 
zons of all known stationary black hole solutions are of type I. 
ii) The symmetry group is 1-dimensional and corresponds only to 'time' 
translations along [£]. In this case, at least one of these fields fails to be 
axi-symmetric. These are type II horizons. 

In the special, extremal (i.e., K^ =0) case, the group can be infinite 
dimensional. 

2.4    The Maxwell field. 

So far, we have focused only on gravitational fields at the horizon. Let us 
now allow Maxwell fields and analyze the implications of the conditions in 
Definitions 1 and 2. 
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Recall first that the stress-energy tensor of a Maxwell field Fab is given 
by3 

Tab = 2^ 
FacF^ — -gab^cdPC (2.33) 

Since i?a&.P£6=0, using field equations at A, we conclude Ta&^a^=0 which in 
turn implies Fa5£ara6=0. The condition .Ra&£ara6=0 does not constrain Fa& 
any further. Thus, the boundary conditions imply that the Maxwell field is 
constrained on A by: 

F = dA=0 (2.34) 

As in higher dimensions, the electric charge is defined as a surface integral 
and conserved because of Maxwell's equations. The horizon charge QA is 
given by 

QA = ~hf *F (2,35) 

and is well-defined because *F, the Hodge-dual of F, is a 1-form. By contrast, 
since F is a 2-form, we can not integrate it on a cross-section to obtain a 
horizon magnetic charge. (One might imagine integrating F over the whole 
horizon but this integral vanishes because F=0.) 

Remark: Because the first homology of A is non-trivial, one can define 
a Aharanov-Bohm charge Q/^: 

QA = ^-<(   A (2.36) 

The integral on the right is 'conserved', i.e., is independent of the cross- 
section 5A on which it is evaluated because F=0. However, away from A, 
this charge is not conserved and at infinity it fails to be well-defined because 
A diverges logarithmically. 

Finally, let us analyze the electromagnetic scalar potential $(^ := — Aa£a. 
Since uja is the gravitational analog of A, $(^ can be regarded as the elec- 
tromagnetic analog of the surface gravity K^ = uja£a. Let us first note that 
since F=0, we can always choose a gauge in which the vector potential A 
satisfies Ci A=0. The standard analysis of Killing horizons strongly suggests 

3The numerical factor l/2n —rather than l/47r— is essential to ensure that the first 
law has the familiar numerical coefficients even within the family of known solutions. 
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that this is a natural gauge choice on the horizon. A vector potential A sat- 
isfying this condition will be said to be in a gauge adapted to (A, [£]). In 
this gauge, we have: 

d$w=£iA=0i (2.37) 

$(^ is constant on A. This is the electromagnetic counterpart of the zeroth 
law established above. 

3    Action principle. 

Fix a manifold A4, topologically M x R, with an inner boundary A which 
is topologically S1 x IR, and future and past space-like boundaries M±^ 
which are partial Cauchy surfaces. We will denote the cylinder serving as 
the boundary at infinity by TQQ. We will assume that the complement of 
a compact set of M is diffeomorphic to the complement of a compact set 
in H2; topological complications, if any are confined to a compact set. We 
equip the inner boundary A with an equivalence class of vector fields [t] 
which are transversal to the 51-cross-sections of A (and where, as before, 
£ ~ £f if and only if they are related by a constant rescaling). Finally, we fix 
on A an internal triad (i1, n7, m1) (with £ • n= — 1, m • m=l, and all other 
inner products zero) and raise and lower its internal indices with a fixed 
Minkowskian metric rju on the internal space. 

We will use a first order framework based on (orthonormal) co-triads 
e/ and SO,(2,1) connections Aj where / takes values in the Lie algebra 
of 190(2,1). These fields will be subject to certain boundary conditions. 
On the inner boundary, we will require: i) £a=£Ie(j belong to \f\ on A; ii) 
(A, [(]) is a weakly isolated horizon; and, iii) A is in an adapted gauge. As 
mentioned in the Introduction, the conditions at infinity turn out to be rather 
subtle because of peculiarities associated with 2+1 dimensions. As usual, the 
conditions should be weak enough so that a large class of interesting space- 
times is admissible and strong enough for the action principle, the phase 
space and Hamiltonians generating interesting canonical transformations to 
be well-defined. In Appendix B, we present such a choice. 

The action for 2+1-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory is given by: 

5(e,A,A)    =    j   L1 ^FI-^eIJKeI^eJ^eK\ -i f    e1 A Aj 

-    -^/FA*F + -3-/   *FAA (3.1) 
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Here, Fj is the curvature of the gravitational connection A1, F the curvature 
of the electromagnetic connection A and *F its Hodge dual. All integrals 
should be understood as suitable limits of integrals evaluated on finite regions 
of M and their boundaries as the regions expand to fill M and boundaries 
tend to Too = S'oo x IR. Then, with our boundary conditions the action 
is finite and its variations are well-defined on the entire space of histories 
under consideration. In contrast to the asymptotically flat situation (in 3+1 
dimensions) considered in earlier papers [5, 6], here the surface terms at 
infinity are essential to ensure that the action is finite. 

Let us vary the action keeping fields fixed on the initial and final surfaces 
M±. Since the calculation is closely analogous to that in 3+1 dimensions 
[4], we will only sketch the main steps. We have: 

= bulk terms + / e1 A SAj, (3.2) 

where the bulk terms just provide the equations of motion, provided the 
surface terms vanish. There is no surface term at infinity because of the 
asymptotic conditions of Appendix B. Let us examine the surface term at 
the horizon. It can be further simplified: our boundary conditions imply 
that the pull-back A1 to the horizon of the gravitational connection A1 is 
necessarily of the form 

A^um1 + Ci1 (3.3) 

where C is a 1-form on A which is annihilated by £a. (For a Newman-Penrose 
type derivation, see Appendix A.4.) Hence, 

bulk terms + /  e1 A (6u))mj, (3.4) 
JA 

where we used the fact that the internal triad is kept fixed on A. Now, since 
8£a=csia for some constant cj, £^a;=0 in each history, and the variation 5UJ 

vanishes on the initial and final cross-sections of A (i.e., on the intersections 
of A with M-t), we conclude 5<J=0 on all of A. Thus, all the gravitational 
surface terms vanish under permissible variations. 

The situation with the electromagnetic terms is analogous. We have: 

^Maxwell = bulk terms - — /  6A A*F (3.5) 

Since A is assumed to be in an adapted gauge, C£A=0. Again, since 
5£a=cs£a for some constant cs and the variation 6A vanishes on the initial 
and final cross-sections of A, the surface term vanishes. 

Thus the variations of the action S(e, A, A) are well-defined and just 
yield the Einstein-Maxwell equations. 

0 ^grav 
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4    Covariant phase space and the first law 

In this section we will construct the covariant phase space,4 use it to in- 
troduce the notion of angular momentum and energy on A, and obtain the 
first law. This approach was used in higher dimensional discussions of black 
hole mechanics [5, 6], and, as in that discussion, our first law will arise as a 
consistency condition for the time-evolution to be Hamiltonian. Therefore 
we will only sketch the main steps and emphasize the peculiarities of 2+1 
dimensions. 

4.1    Phase space. 

To be able to define angular momentum, we will now restrict ourselves to 
type I isolated horizons of section 2.3. Thus, in addition to the structures 
introduced in the beginning of Section 3, we now equip the inner boundary 
A with a vector field (pa such that its affine parameter (p runs from 0 to 
27r. Since A is assumed to be of type I, the intrinsic metric Qab and the 
1-form u are Lie-dragged by (pa. (Note that this condition is imposed only 
at A; we do not ask that there be an axial Killing field outside, even in a 
neighborhood of A.) For simplicity, we will also assume that (pa is tangential 
to the intersections S^ of A with the past and future surfaces M±. Finally, 
it is convenient to introduce two scalar fields tp and x on A which serve as 
'potentials' for the surface gravity K^ and its electro-magnetic analog $^ 

via: i) £^=«(4) and >Qx=3>(^); and, ii) ^ and X vanish on S^. 

Our covariant phase space T will consist of solutions (Aj^e1, A) to the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations, satisfying the above boundary conditions. As 
usual, to construct the symplectic structure on F, we begin with the (anti- 
symmetrized) second variation of the action (3.1). Applying the equations of 
motion to this second variation, one finds that the integral over M reduces 
to surface terms at M± and at A. The surface term at TQO vanishes because 
of the asymptotic fall-off conditions. Furthermore, expressed in terms of ^ 
and Xi the surface term at A turns out to be exact and thus reduces to a pair 
of integrals on S^. The integral over M+, together with its surface term at 

4 These derivations were first carried out using the Legendre transform and the resulting 
canonical phase space. However, in that framework, a few conceptual complications arise 
in the intermediate steps which are finally irrelevant for our results, and, furthermore, 
calculations are significantly more complicated. Therefore we decided to use the covariant 
phase space in this presentation. 
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M+ 

M T, oo 

M- 

Figure 1: The region of space-time M under consideration has an internal 
boundary A and is bounded by two partial Cauchy surfaces M^ which in- 
tersect A in the 2-spheres 5^ and extend to spatial infinity where they cross 
the cylinder r^. 

S~^ is then taken to define the symplectic structure fi on F: 

0l(>i,e,A) 0*1 ^2)    =   - /    (^i^7 A 82eI - 82A1 A Sid) - f    (Slip 82m - 82^82111) 
JM JSA 

+   -^ f  (SiA A CT - 82A A £i*F) + i- /   (S1x82^ - 82^ 8{4E) 
^ JM in JsA 

for any two tangent vectors £1 and 82 at the phase space point (^4, e, A). 

One can verify that, with our boundary conditions, the integral converges 
in spite of the logarithmic divergences at infinity and, because of field equa- 
tions, it is conserved in spite of the presence of internal boundaries. More 
precisely, given a general solution to the field equations and for general solu- 
tions £1 and 82 to the linearized equations on M, the integral (4.1) evaluated 
on a partial Cauchy slice M is well-defined and independent of the choice 
of that slice [5, 6]. Note that this conservation would not hold had we left 
out the boundary term. The integral of the 'symplectic current' constructed 
from the bulk terms across A is compensated by the difference between the 
boundary terms evaluated at M± [5]. 

Remark: As in higher dimensions, the term 'symplectic structure' is 
somewhat of a misnomer because in the covariant phase space framework, 
Jl can have degenerate directions which correspond to infinitesimal gauge 
transformations. However, because the first homology of M is non-trivial, 
there is now an interesting subtlety involving the electromagnetic potential. 
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Denote by 0a the closed 1-form on M which can be locally expressed as 
the exact differential <9a</>. Then, SAa = 0a is a pure gauge connection 
from a space-time perspective because 5F = dcj) — 0. However, this 5A 
does not belong to the kernel of the symplectic structure because it is not 
exact. Therefore, from a phase space perspective, this is not a pure gauge 
connection. Prom now on, we will use the phase space notion of gauge. 
Thus, an expression will be said to be gauge invariant if it is invariant under 
A H-> A + df for a smooth function /. 

4.2    Angular momentum. 

Let (j)a be a vector field on M with closed orbits whose affine parameter runs 
between 0 and 27r such that it is a rotational Killing vector of the asymp- 
totic metric at infinity and coincides with the fixed rotational symmetry 
vector field (p on A. (0a is not required to be a Killing field in the bulk; 
indeed general metrics in our phase space do not admit any Killing field.) 
Diffeomorphisms generated by (j)a naturally induce a vector field 

fy=F(£0A, £0e, C^A) (4.2) 

on the phase space F. It is natural to ask whether it preserves the symplectic 
structure. As on any phase space, the answer is in the affirmative if and only 
if the 1-form X^ on T defined by 

XW (*)=«(*, ^) (4.3) 

is exact, where 5 is an arbitrary vector field on F. A direct calculation of 
the right hand side of (4.3) shows that this is indeed the case: X^ = djW 
where the phase space function J^ is given, up to an additive constant, by: 

jW    =    /     {ip.u)m-^-(tp'A)*F   + &      (^•e/)A/' +-i-^. A)*F 
Js± L 27r J     ./Soo  L 27r J 

=   JA-JOO (4.4) 

(Because of the absence of a background geometry, the Hamiltonians gener- 
ating space-time diffeomorphisms in the covariant phase space consist only 
of boundary terms.) The requirement that jW must vanish in the non- 
rotating BTZ solution implies that the undetermined constant must be zero. 
Finally, in spite of the fact that the electromagnetic potential A appears 
explicitly, the expression is gauge invariant. 

The integral JQQ at infinity is the total angular momentum of the sys- 
tem, including contributions from matter fields outside A.   Note that, in 
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contrast to the situation in 3+1 dimensions, this surface term contains a 
contribution from the Maxwell field. The evaluation of the surface term is 
delicate. As before, one has to first evaluate the integral on the exterior 
boundary of a finite region of a partial Cauchy surface and then take the 
limit to infinity. In the limit, the contributions from the Maxwell and the 
gravitational parts diverge individually but the sum is finite.5 Finally, it is 
natural to interpret the horizon integral JA as the horizon angular momen- 
tum. As in higher dimensions [6], this interpretation is supported by various 
properties. In particular, if the space-time admits a rotational Killing field 
(f)a in a neighborhood of A, then 

jv™ = Jfomar = - J <f   *#, (4.5) 

where J|rav is the gravitational part of the horizon angular momentum J^ 
in (4.4). It is straightforward to check that, in the BTZ solutions, J^ = J, 
where J is the parameter in the BTZ metric. Also, as one might expect from 
the presence of a global Killing field </>, in these solution JA = Joo so that the 
Hamiltonian J^ generating the diffeomorphism along </> vanishes identically. 
Prom general symplectic geometry considerations, it follows that this result 
holds also on the entire connected component of axi-symmetric solutions 
containing the BTZ solution. In the general non axi-symmetric case, on 
the other hand J* is non-zero and represents the angular momentum in the 
Maxwell field outside the horizon. Finally, the electromagnetic part of the 
horizon term JA can be expressed in terms of the electric charge Q and the 
Aharanov-Bohm charge Q of (2.36) : 

4.3    Energy and the first law. 

Following the strategy adopted for defining angular momentum, it is natural 
to define horizon energy as the appropriate surface term in the expression 
of the Hamiltonian generating time-evolution. Let us therefore begin by 
introducing, in each history, an 'evolution vector field' ta. To qualify as a 
'time translation', ta will be required to be a generator of an appropriate 
symmetry at the two boundaries: we will assume that it approaches a fixed 
time translation at spatial infinity and has the form ta = c^£a — O.^cp0, on 
A, where c^) and ft^ are constants on A. It turns out to be necessary to 

5It is because of such subtleties that the expression for the total mass and angular 
momentum in the general charged, rotating case had been unavailable in 2+1 gravity [2]. 
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allow ta to vary from one space-time to another; in the numerical relativity 
terminology, the vector field is allowed to be 'live'. The asymptotic value 
of ta at spatial infinity is independent of the choice of history and defines a 
fixed time translation Killing field of the asymptotic metric. On the horizon, 
on the other hand, c^ and Q^ are allowed to vary from one space-time 
to another. For example, for physical reasons, in the non-rotating BTZ 
solution, we would like (fy) to vanish, while in the rotating case we would 
like it to be non-zero. As we will see, this generalization is essential to obtain 
a well-defined Hamiltonian as well as the first law. 

The evolution field ta induces a vector field St on the phase space, given 
by 

6t = (CtA, Ae, A A), (4.7) 

and representing infinitesimal time evolution. The key question now is 
whether this evolution is Hamiltonian, i.e., if St preserves the symplectic 
structure fi on T. As usual, this is the case if and only if the one form X® 
on F defined by 

X®(6) = n(6,6t) (4.8) 

is closed. 

We can evaluate the right-hand side of (4.8) using the expression (4.1) of 
the symplectic structure and simplify it using equations of motion, conditions(3.3) 
and (2.34) on the gravitational and electromagnetic potentials, and the fact 
that, on the horizon, S£=csi for some constant Q. The resulting expression 
again involves only integrals at the boundary of space-time M. 

X®(6) = X®(8) - K^SQA - n{t)SJA - $W*QA, (4.9) 

where XU{S) involves only fields at infinity; K^ and <&($) are, respectively, 
the surface gravity and electric potential on A, both associated with crt\L 

Using boundary conditions at infinity, we can express the term X^(S) as an 
exact variation. As in the case of angular momentum, the actual evaluation 
of this surface term is somewhat delicate: the gravitational and the electro- 
magnetic terms diverge individually; it is only the sum that is finite. The 
final result is: 

X<$(S)   =   SEl,    with 

El   =    iAQV-^ln^l-Ao,2), (4.10) 

where the parameters Q, w and fo can be read off from the asymptotic 
behavior specified in Appendix B. i?^ is the energy at infinity corresponding 
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to the asymptotic time translation ta. (Again, the freedom to add a constant 
is eliminated by requiring that E^ should yield M when ta is chosen to be 
the standard time translation in non-rotating BTZ space-times.) 

Prom (4.9) and (4.10) we conclude that the evolution along ta is Hamil- 
tonian if and only if the horizon term in (4.9) is an exact variation, i.e., if 
and only if there exists a function E^ on the phase space, constructed from 
fields at the horizon, such that 

SEi - K{t)8aA + n{t)6JA + $W5QA. (4.11) 

It is natural to identify E^ as the horizon energy. Remarkably, (4.11) is 
precisely the statement of the first law. Thus, the first law (4-11) is the 
necessary and sufficient condition that the time evolution generated by the 
live vector field ta on M. is Hamiltonian. 

Not every live vector field ta considered above satisfies this condition. 
A vector field which does will be said to be admissible. We will show in 
the next section that there exists an infinite number of admissible vector 
fields, whence there is an infinite family of first laws. A natural question 
is whether one can make a canonical choice, using our knowledge of known 
exact solutions. We will show that the answer is in the affirmative. The 
horizon energy defined by this canonical live vector field will be called the 
horizon mass. 

Remark: In contrast to the asymptotically flat case treated in higher 
dimensions [5, 6], in stationary space-times, the expression (4.10) of the 
energy at infinity does not agree with the Komar integral. In fact, the 
Komar integral now diverges, while our expression is finite. 

5    Horizon mass 

In this section, we will first introduce a systematic procedure to construct ad- 
missible vector fields and then use our knowledge of stationary, axi-symmetric 
black hole solutions to introduce preferred admissible vector fields on all 
space-times in the phase space F. 

5.1    Admissible vector fields 

Note first that (4.11) implies that ta is an admissible vector field only if 
£^,«(t), fyt) and $(£) are all functions only of the horizon parameters 
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(GA, JAIQA)- Furthermore (4.11) implies that the following rather strin- 
gent condition must be met at the horizon: 

aK(t) = dVw^ (5>1) 

We will turn the argument around and use this equation to construct ad- 
missible vector fields. Let us begin by fixing a 'suitably regular' function 
^o(ttA,^A,QA) of the horizon parameters. Now, given a general solution, 
the surface gravity K^ of the null generator £ will not equal KQ. However, 
there will be a unique constant c such that K^ = KQ. Next, we find a 
constant fi(t) by integrating (5.1) with respect to aA*. 

a = ri^-daA + *
1
(<2A,JA), (5.2) 

where F is an arbitrary function of the two parameters. (The qualification 
'suitably regular' above is meant to ensure that the integral on the right is 
well-defined.) Finally, we can fix the arbitrariness in Q^ by imposing the 
following physical requirement: 

lim        fi^ = 0. 
jA,QA=const. 

aA->oo 

Now, in any given solution in the phase space, we choose any evolution vector 
field ta such that it tends to the fixed asymptotic time-translation at infinity 
and satisfies ta=c£a — fl($)¥>a on A. It is straightforward to check that, by 
construction, this evolution vector field is admissible if the Maxwell field of 
the solution under consideration vanishes on A. 

If the Maxwell field on A is non-zero, we must also ensure that the 
Maxwell gauge is fixed appropriately for (4.11) to hold. Recall first that in an 
adapted gauge, the Maxwell potential A is such that $^= — Aat

a is constant 
on A. However, the value of the constant, i.e., its possible dependence on 
the horizon parameters, is still completely unconstrained. Equation (4.11) 
imposes severe restrictions on this choice: $(^ = $(c^ must satisfy 

dQn\      OK (*) _ OK(t) 

dciA       OQA ' 

(5.3) 
fl$(t) _ dfy) 

d JA       9QA 

Again, we can just use this condition to constrain <S>rty. setting KU\ = KQ 

and using Q^ determined above, we can simply integrate these equations to 
determine $(t) up to an additive function .F(Q) of the charge, QA- In 3+1 
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dimensions, there was a natural way to fix this freedom [4, 6]: One could 
just impose the physical requirement that $(t) should vanish in the limit 
of large areas, with fixed charge and angular momentum. Unfortunately, 
in 2+1 dimensions this strategy is not viable because now, in presence of 
a non-zero charge, the potential diverges at spatial infinity! Therefore now 
$(£) is not completely determined on A. The only physical restriction we 
impose on F(Q) is through 

lim        $w = 0, (5.4) 
jA,aA=const. 

which only determines the value of F(Q) at Q — 0. 

Note, however, that the remaining freedom is irrelevant for the purpose 
of defining admissible vector fields: the vector fields ta constructed above 
are admissible for every choice of $(^ satisfying (5.3). However, the choice 
of <&($) will, in general, enter the expression of the horizon energy E\ which 
is obtained by integrating (4.11). 

5.2    Preferred admissible vector fields 

In this section, we will indicate how one can use the known solutions to 
fix Ko and $(t) in a 'canonical fashion'. The resulting E\ can be naturally 
interpreted as the horizon mass. Several subtleties arise in presence of a non- 
zero charge and angular momentum. Therefore we will divide the discussion 
into three cases. 

5.2.1    The case with Fa6=0 

Let us suppose that the Maxwell field vanishes on the horizon. Then we only 
have to choose a function KQ of the horizon parameters OA, </A- However, in 
this case, there is a unique BTZ black hole solution for each choice of these 
two parameters. Therefore, it is natural to set KQ = ttSrz, where ta is the 
canonical time-translation Killing field of the BTZ black hole: 

^ = /cw = "ir""4- (5-5) 

Our construction of Section 5.1 implies 

"(*) = ^- (5-6) 
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We can now integrate out the first law to obtain the expression of the horizon 
energy up to an undetermined additive constant. We eliminate this freedom 
through the physical requirement: limaA_>o ^A ~ ^ ^or non-rotating isolated 
horizons. The resulting horizon mass is given as a function of the horizon 
parameters as: 

1  A   2      KJA 
MA = -zrAoi + -^. (5.7) 

The functional form of MA is the same as that in the BTZ family. However, 
(5.7) was not simply postulated but derived systematically from Hamiltonian 
considerations and applies to all isolated horizons including those which may 
admit electromagnetic radiation in the exterior region, away from A. In 
presence of such radiation, MA will not equal the mass at infinity. 

5.2.2     Charged, non-rotating horizons 

Next, let us consider non-rotating horizons with electric charge. For brevity, 
we will treat this as a sub-case (corresponding to UJ = 0) of the Clement solu- 
tion. The metric and the Maxwell field of this solution were given in section 
2.1. The corresponding electromagnetic potential, satisfying the boundary 
conditions of Appendix B, is given by 

A = Qln(y)dt;. (5.8) 

Using the Killing field t = dv as the evolution field, it is again natural to set 
Ko — ^(t) and $(*)= ~~ A-a£a. Thus, we now have: 

and 

$(t) = -QAln—, (5.10) 

where ao = 27rZ. Thus, we have used our boundary conditions at spatial in- 
finity to determine <$>t uniquely in these solutions. Since angular momentum 
vanishes, ilt = 0 

For general non-rotating weakly isolated horizons, therefore, we select 
the canonical evolution vector fields and electromagnetic scalar potential by 
demanding that the dependence of KQ and <&t on aA and QA be fixed as in 
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Equations (5.9) and (5.10), and f^ should vanish. Then, it is straightforward 
to integrate the first law to obtain the horizon mass. We obtain: 

MA = -^-iQ2
Aln^. (5.11) 

Again, this formula now holds for arbitrary non-rotating weakly isolated 
horizons A. 

5.2.3    Charged rotating black hole. 

Finally, let us consider the general case. We can now use the general Clement 
solution to fix KQ and £l(t)- 

As in the charged, non-rotating case, we need to specify the electromag- 
netic vector potential Aa. The potential satisfying our boundary conditions 
as well as conditions (5.3) which are necessary for the first law to hold is 
given by6: 

A = Q\nr=(dv-ujd(/)) + ^Qu2Adv. (5.12) 

Next, let us express the horizon parameters CA, QA and JA in terms of the 
parameters w, Q\ fo that appear in the solution: 

27rrA 
OA     = 

Vl + a;2A 
<5A   =   Q 

where r^ is given by N(r = r/\) = 0. (The parameter fo enters the expres- 
sion of the area through this condition.) 

Now we can calculate the surface gravity K^ and the electric potential 
$(£) corresponding to the stationary Killing field ta of the Clement solution: 

"<« =-(^+S)<IWA)'      (5-i4) 

%    =   -QAIH— (1+U>
2
A)-IQAU;

2
A, (5.15) 

ao 2 
6The electromagnetic potential used by Clement consists only of the first term. This 

does satisfy our boundary conditions at spatial infinity and is also in an adapted gauge on 
A. However, the resulting $(t) does not satisfy conditions (5.3). Therefore, we have made 
a suitable gauge transformation by adding the second term. 
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where, as before, ao = 2x1. 

In a general solution in the phase space, then, we set ^o = K(t) given 
above. Our procedure of Section 5.1 provides the required Q(ty. 

fiw = -N^ir = rA) = -uA. (5.16) 

The triplet ft(t),f2(t),<I>(t) can now be used to construct preferred admissible 
vector fields and by integrating the corresponding first law, we obtain the 
expression of the horizon mass: 

47r 2 ao        2 Aa^   ,   1Q2    ,   Q2 in o^ 

where we have again eliminated an undetermined constant by requiring that 
every non-rotating, uncharged horizon should have vanishing mass in the 
limit of vanishing area. This is our general expression of the horizon mass. 

Finally, we can compare our formula for the energy of the horizon with 
the energy at infinity —Eq.(4.10). It is easy to check that in the case of 
Clement's solution, the two expressions are equal to each other, just as one 
might expect from results in 3+1 dimensions. General symplectic arguments 
[6,15] now imply that this equality between our horizon mass and the mass at 
infinity must continue to hold for all stationary space-times in the connected 
component of the phase-space containing Clement (or, equivalently, BTZ) 
solutions. 

6    Horizon geometry 

In this section, we examine geometrical structures on A and analyze their 
interplay with the field equations. As mentioned in the Introduction, this 
section can be read independently of the last three. 

The section is divided into four parts. In the first, we will show that ev- 
ery non expanding horizon is naturally equipped with an intrinsic derivative 
operator V. In the second, we will turn to weakly isolated horizons and, 
using field equations, isolate the freely specifiable data on A. In the third, 
we will show that every non-extremal weakly isolated horizon admits a nat- 
ural foliation (irrespective of whether it is axi-symmetric, i.e., type I in the 
terminology of section 2.3). In the last sub-section we strengthen the defini- 
tion of weak isolation to introduce the notion of isolated horizons. While a 
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non-expanding horizon A can be made weakly isolated by suitably choosing 
[£] in infinitely many inequivalent ways, generically, it admits a unique [£] 
which makes it isolated. 

6.1    A natural derivative operator 

Let A be a non-expanding horizon. Had it been space-like or time-like, its in- 
trinsic metric would have selected a unique (torsion-free) derivative operator. 
However, since it is null, there are infinitely many derivative operators which 
are compatible with it. Nonetheless, because A is expansion and shear-free, 
as in higher dimensions [5], the full space-time derivative operator V induces 
a preferred intrinsic derivative V on it. Given a vector field Xa or a 1-form 
/a, on A, we have: 

YaVaX
b=YaVaX\    and   YaZbVafb=YaZbVafb, (6.1) 

where Ya, Za are arbitrary vector fields tangential to A and Xa and fa are 
arbitrary smooth extensions of Xa and fa to a space-time neighborhood of 
A. It is easy to check that V is well-defined: the right hand sides of the two 
equations are independent of the choice of extension and the right hand side 
of the first equation is again tangential to A. Since VaQbc = 0 in space-time, 
VaQbc^O on A; as expected, V is compatible with g&c. 

What information does V have beyond that contained in the degenerate 
metric qab on A? The action of V on tensors is completely determined by 
that on all 1-forms defined intrinsically on A. Let / be a 1-form satisfying 
/ • £=0 and £^/=0. Then it is easy to verify that the action ofVonf can 
be expressed just in terms of exterior and Lie derivatives: 

2Vafh = 2V[afb]+£;qab (6.2) 

where the vector field fa = mambfb is independent of the choice of the unit 
space-like vector ma tangential to A. Thus, the action of V on these 1-forms 
is determined by qab. Therefore, V is completely determined by its action 
T^a^b =- Sab on 1-forms n satisfying n • £ = -1. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that n satisfies, in addition, 

C£n=0    and    dn=0 (6.3) 

on A. Then Sab is symmetric. Since dn=0, we have n = -dv for some 
function v on A satisfying C^v = 1. The v = const cross-sections will be 
assumed to be topologically S1 and denoted A. 
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Now, 

ZbSab= - nbVa£b= - nhVti
b=ua (6.4) 

Thus, part of the 'new' information in V is contained in the 1-form to of 
Section 2.1. The rest is contained in the projection /i of S^ on A: ji : 
=rhafhbVan}) where fh0, is the unit vector field tangential to A. This function 
/} is the 'transversal expansion' of n (see Appendix A). 

Following the terminology used in higher dimensions [10], we will refer to 
the pair [q, V) as the intrinsic geometry of A. Thus, the intrinsic geometry 
is determined by a triplet (ma,a;a,/i) on A for any choice of n satisfying 
(6.3). 

6.2    Field equations and 'free data' on a weakly isolated hori- 
zon 

Consider a weakly isolated horizon (A, [£]). In this sub-section we will ana- 
lyze the restrictions imposed by field equations on the intrinsic geometry of 
A and extract the free-data that suffices to determine this geometry. 

We already know that the pair (g, V) satisfies 

4a?/=0;     ^9a6=0;    Vaqhc=0-    Val
b=ujal

b;    £^=0; (6.5) 

and Equations (6.2) and (6.4). We now want to analyze the further con- 
straints imposed by the full field equations: Eat, '•= Rab — \R9ab + ^9ab — 
Ta5=0. We already saw in Section 2 that weak isolation implies Rai)ILa(b^ 
and Ra^w^^Q. Hence these projections of the field equations do not fur- 
ther constrain the horizon geometry; they only restrict the matter fields at 
the horizon. It turns out that the projections Eai)n

a£b=0 and i£a&nam6=0 
dictate the propagation of u (or, the Newman-Penrose spin coefficients e and 
TT of Appendix A) off A while E^n0"^^ dictates the propagation of ji off 
A. Thus, these equations do not constrain the intrinsic horizon geometry in 
any way. (For details, see Appendix A.l.) 

The only new constraint comes from the equation Eaf)rhamb=0. Had 
A been a space-like surface, the analogous equations would have given the 
evolution equations. In the present case they also dictate an 'evolution' 
—that of /i— but now within A. We have: 

£i fi= - «(*) A + rhambV{aujh) + {maua)2 + -mambtab. (6.6) 
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where ua = mam
6a;b is the projection of a; on A and tab — (Tab+(2A—T)gai)). 

This exhausts the field equations. 

We can now specify the freely specifiable part of the horizon geometry. 
Fix a 2-manifold A, topologically S4 x IR, and equip it with a vector field £ 
along the IR direction. Fix a foliation by circles labeled by v = const, where 
C^v = 1. On any one cross-section, A, fix a function /} and 1-forms m and 
UJ such that m is nowhere vanishing, m • £ = 0, and w • £ = K/n , where K/Q is 
a constant. This is the free data. 'Evolve' it to all of A through Cim = 0, 
Ciw = 0 and (6.6), for a given tab on A. Then the triplet (m,uj,jj,) on A 
provides us with the intrinsic geometry of a weakly isolated horizon. 

Finally, under the mild assumption, /^i?a&=0, we can integrate (6.6) to 
obtain: 

/2 = e-««)*/i° + -L 

if Av(^ ^0 and 

mambV{au;b) + {mauja)2 + -mambtab (6.7) 

[l = fi0 + mafhbV{aub) + {rhaUa)2 + ^rhambtab (6.8) 

if K(Q =0, where £^/i0=0. These solutions bring out the generalization en- 
tailed in considering weakly isolated horizons in place of Killing horizons: 
now, even the intrinsic geometry on the horizon (as defined above) can be 
time-dependent. In spite of this, the zeroth and first laws hold on any weakly 
isolated horizon. 

6.3    Good cuts of non-extremal weakly isolated horizon 

As in higher dimensions [10], every non-extremal weakly isolated horizon 
admits a natural foliation. However, because the Weyl tensor vanishes in 3 
dimensions, and the first homology of A is now non-trivial, the construction 
is now somewhat different. 

Recall first that every non-expanding horizon A carries a natural closed 
1-form rna. Since dm=0, m generates a class in ff^A), the first cohomology 
of A. Since A is isomorphic to S1 x IR, we have: 

Hl(A)=H0(S1) = JR. (6.9) 

Since the integral of m over any cross section yields -27ri?A, m is not in 
the zero class of ^(A). Next, recall that the 1-form a; on A is also closed. 
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Therefore, it must be of the form 

^ = Cma + dailj, (6.10) 

for some constant C G IR and some function if) on A. The function if) can 
now be used to define a preferred foliation of the horizon. Since 

Ci^ = tuja = «^), (6.11) 

with K,(£) constant on the horizon, the lines if) = const, define a foliation of A 
provided K^ is non-zero. If the vector fields [£] are complete, as for example 
in stationary black holes, the leaves of the foliation are guaranteed to be 
topologically S1. 

In the Newman-Penrose type framework of Appendix A, the preferred 
foliation is characterized by the fact that the spin-coefficient TT is constant 
on each leaf. Therefore, if the underlying space-time is axi-symmetric in a 
neighborhood of A, the foliation coincides with the integral curves of the 
rotational Killing vector. In BTZ space-times, UJ is given by (2.20), di/)^ — 
K^ n — Ky} dv, whence I/J^K,^ V, where v is the Eddington-Finkelstein-like 
coordinate (see (2.1). 

6.4    Isolated horizons and uniqueness of [I] 

Let A be a non-expanding horizon. Fix any cross-section, choose any null 
normal to A on the cross-section and propagate it by the geodesic equation 
to obtain a null normal IQ on A. Then (A, [£Q]) is an extremal weakly isolated 
horizon. Denote by ^o its affine parameter. Set 

^=K(/)(uo-B)£g (6.12) 

where K,^ is a non-zero constant and C£B=0. It is straightforward to check 
that £ is a null normal with surface gravity K^ and every null normal with 
surface gravity K,^ arises in this way. Similarly, any null normal with zero 
surface gravity is given by 

r=(j)£a
0 (6.13) 

for some function A satisfying £^0 ^4=0. To summarize, simply by restricting 
the null normals £ to lie in a suitably chosen equivalence class [£], from 
any given non-expanding horizon A, we can construct a weakly isolated 
horizon (A, [£]) which is either extremal or non-extremal. However, because 
of the arbitrary functions involved in (6.13) and (6.12), there is an infinite 
dimensional freedom in this construction. 
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It is natural to ask if this freedom can be reduced by strengthening the 
notion of isolation. The answer is in the affirmative. 

Definition 3 An isolated horizon (A, [£]) consists of a non-expanding 
horizon A equipped with an equivalence class [£] of null normals satisfying 

(Vad-dV^X^Q (6.14) 

for all vector fields X tangential to A. As before, £ is equivalent to £' if and 
only if £' = c£ for some positive constant c and if condition (6.14) holds for 
one null normal ^, it holds for all null normals in [£]. If a non-expanding 
horizon A admits a normal £ satisfying (6.14), we will say its geometry 
admits an isolated horizon structure. 

Before analyzing the remaining freedom in the choice of [£], let us examine 
the difference between weakly isolated and isolated horizons. Note first that 
the weak isolation condition can be written as 

Thus, the present strengthening of that notion asks that the commutator of 
V and Ct vanish on all vector fields on A, not just on £. Since the information 
in V (beyond ga&) is contained in the pair (CJ, //), the additional condition 
is precisely £^/i=0. (While fl depends on the choice of cross sections A, 
{Cijl) does not.) Next, it is straightforward to check that, on any isolated 
horizon, the pull-back of the full space-time curvature is time-independent: 
CiRa^O. (Since #^^=0, it follows that i?a& is Lie-dragged by every null 
normal, f£a^ to A.) Thus, on an isolated horizon, the restriction that led 
us to the solution (6.7) and (6.8) for ji is automatically satisfied. Therefore, 
in the non-extremal case, ft0 of (6.7) vanishes while in the extremal case 
the quantity in the square brackets in (6.8) must vanish. In both cases, 
the freely specifiable data of Section 6.2 is restricted; Cb and /} can not be 
specified freely on a cross-section A, but are constrained. 

Finally, let us analyze the issue of existence and uniqueness of [£]. Let A 
be a non-expanding horizon. We can always choose a null normal £ such that 
(A, [£]) is a non-extremal, weakly isolated horizon. Let us further suppose 
that (A, [£]) is not already an isolated horizon, i.e., Ctjj, ^0 and ask if we 
can find another null normal £' = f£ such that (A, [£']) is isolated. Now, 
using the definition of weak isolation, it is straightforward to check: 

[Ct ,V}aKb=Cab
cKc    where    Cab

c~ - Nqab£
c (6.15) 

for any 1-form Kb on A. The function N is given by iV=£^/2. Under the 
rescaling £f=f£, we have 

(N' -N)qab=2u{aVb)f + VaVbf (6.16) 
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By transvecting this equation with £b we obtain 

T>a{C£f + KWf)=0 (6.17) 

which implies 

f=Be-KWv + ^,    with dBm. (6.18) 

Thus, the key question now is: Does there exist a function B such that 
Nf=0? Substituting for / in (6.16) and using the expression (6.7) of //, we 
conclude that N' vanishes if and only if B satisfies 

M • B := [D2 + 27tV + Vn + TT
2
 + rhambRab]B=K(<if)fl0 (6.19) 

on any cross-section A of A, where rha is the unit vector field tangential to 
A, V := rhaVa and TT := rhaua. Note that, given any cross-section A, the 
operator is completely determined by the non-expanding horizon geometry 

We will say that the horizon geometry is generic if the operator M has 
trivial kernel. In this case, B = M_1(K^/)/i0) is the unique solution to (6.19), 
where, without loss of generality, we have assumed that (the ^-dependence 
of) / was so chosen that K^ is non-zero. Thus, every generic non-expanding 
horizon admits a unique [£] such that (A, [£]) is isolated horizon. Further- 
more, this isolated horizon is non-extremal. 

What happens if the horizon geometry is non-generic? In this case, Eq 
(6.19) implies that if we choose B to belong to the kernel of M, then (A, [£']) 
is an extremal isolated horizon. Thus, in contrast to the situation in higher 
dimensions, every non-expanding horizon admits an isolated horizon struc- 
ture. However, in the non-generic case, uniqueness is not assured a priori; 
it may be possible to choose another null normal £!' such that (A, [£"]) is 
an isolated horizon. However, assuming that A admits an extremal isolated 
horizon structure and repeating the analysis starting from (6.16), it is easy 
to verify that: i) A can not admit a distinct extremal isolated horizon struc- 
ture; and, ii) If it also admits a non-extremal isolated horizon structure, 
then it admits a foliation on which both null normals (£a and na) have zero 
expansions. This is an extremely special situation. 

To summarize, in contrast to higher dimensions, every non-expanding 
horizon admits an isolated horizon structure which furthermore is unique 
except in extremely special cases. 
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7    Discussion 

In this paper, we introduced the notion of non-expanding, weakly isolated 
and isolated horizons in 2+1-dimensional gravity (Sections 2 and 6), ana- 
lyzed geometry of these horizons (Sections 2 and 6), and extended the zeroth 
and first laws of black hole mechanics to weakly isolated horizons (Sections 
3, 4 and 5). The methods used were the same as those employed in higher 
dimensions [5, 6, 10] and the overall results are also analogous. In particu- 
lar, the first law again arises as a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
evolution along a given space-time vector field ta to preserve the symplectic 
structure in the phase space, i.e., to be Hamiltonian. When they exist, the 
Hamiltonians are given by a sum of two surface terms, one at infinity and 
the other at the horizon. The term at infinity, E^, represents the total 
energy of the system, while the horizon term, E^ provides an expression of 
the horizon energy, both defined by ta. There is an infinite number of vec- 
tor fields providing Hamiltonian evolution, each with its horizon energy and 
the corresponding first law. However, using our knowledge of the stationary 
axi-symmetric black hole solutions in 2+1 dimensions, for each space-time 
in our phase space, we can single out a preferred evolution field t% on A 
and identify the corresponding horizon energy E^ as the 'horizon mass'. 
The corresponding first law is then the 'canonical' first law for mechanics of 
weakly isolated horizons. 

There are, however, certain subtle but important differences from higher 
dimensions. These arise because of: i) the peculiarities of 3 dimensional 
Riemannian geometry (particularly the fact that the Weyl tensor vanishes 
identically); ii) the fact that the first homology class of the horizon is now 
non-trivial (because the topology of A is S1 x R); and, more importantly, iii) 
the boundary conditions at infinity, which are rather different from those in 
higher dimensions (especially the ones satisfied by the electromagnetic poten- 
tial). The first two of these factors required us to modify our constructions 
and proofs at several points in Sections 2 and 6. The third difference added a 
number of complications and twists in sections 3, 4 and 5. We will conclude 
with a brief discussion of an additional subtlety which is not discussed in 
the main text. 

In higher dimensions, it is natural to require that the electromagnetic 
potential A go to zero at infinity, a condition which freezes the asymptotic 
gauge freedom. In 2+1 dimensions, by contrast, since A diverges loga- 
rithmically when the electric charge is non-zero, gauge freedom persists at 
infinity. For concreteness and pedagogical simplicity, we chose to fix it 'by 
hand' by specifying a precise asymptotic behavior of A (see Appendix B). 
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Had we retained this freedom, all our discussion would have gone through. 
The expressions of the symplectic structure and angular momentum would 
have remained unchanged. However, the electromagnetic scalar potential 
$(t) = —A-t would then have inherited an ambiguity in the Clement solu- 
tion and this ambiguity would have trickled down in the final expression of 
the horizon mass M^ for general space-times. Thus, because the Maxwell 
potentials diverge logarithmically, the horizon mass is in fact ambiguous in 
presence of a non-zero electric charge.7 In the main text, for simplicity of 
presentation, we eliminated this ambiguity by hand through a specific choice 
of boundary conditions on A. 
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A    The 2+1 analog of the Newman-Penrose for- 
malism 

In this appendix we construct the 2+1 analog of the Newman-Penrose (NP) 
formalism [17]. 

7As explained briefly in Appendix B, the allowed gauge freedom A H-> A + df is such 
that, asymptotically, df must be of the form F(Q)dt for some function F only of electric 
charge. Therefore as in Section 5.1, in presence of a non-zero electric charge, there is a 
freedom to add a function of charge to the scalar potential $(t). If we don't fix the gauge 
at infinity, this ambiguity persists also in the Clement solution and we are now led to 
add an arbitrary function of charge to the expression (5.17) of mass, subject only to the 
condition that this function tend to zero in the limit of zero charge. 
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A.l    Triads and spin-coefficients 

In place of the Newman-Penrose null tetrad, we will use a triad consisting 
of two null vectors £a and na and a space-like vector raa, subject to: 

l.t^n-n   =   0,   m-m = l (A.l) 

l-m   =   n-m^O (A.2) 

t-n   =    -1. (A.3) 

Note that, unlike in 3+1 dimensions, the vector ma is real. Therefore, there 
will be no complex quantities appearing in our 2+1 analog of the NP for- 
malism. 

In terms of this triad, the space-time metric gab can be expressed as 

gab = -2^anh) + mamb, (A.4) 

and its inverse is given by 

gab = _2^an6> + mamb. (A.5) 

We will now investigate spin-coefficients, i.e., the derivatives of the triad 
vectors. The normalization and orthogonality conditions on the triad vectors 
immediately lead to the following relations: 

PVah = nhVanh = m6Vam6 = 0 (A.6) 

(bVamh - -mfoVa4 (A.7) 

^Van6 = -n6Va4 (A.8) 

n6Vam6 = -mbVanh (A.9) 

If we did not have any relations between £, n and m, we would have had 
3 x 3 x 3 = 27 independent spin coefficients. However, the above equations 
impose 3 x 6 = 18 relations between them whence the number of independent 
parameters is reduced to just 9. To keep as close a contact with the standard 
NP framework, our notation will closely follow that in [17]. However, since 
we have only a real spatial triad vector ma rather than the pair ma, fha of the 
standard NP framework, there are some inevitable discrepancies in factors 
of 2. The notation is summarized in tables 1-3. 

In terms of these spin coefficients, the covariant derivatives of the triad 
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£b nb mb 

D   r    o -c -KNP 

A     na     0 -7 -r 

5     ma     0 —a —p 

Table 1: The components of Va4- 

£6 n6 m6 

D       T         € 0 TT 

A     na     7 0 i/ 

#     ma    a 0 /i 

Table 2: The components of Vanfr. 

-D       T       /^TVP      -TT        0 

A     na       r       -v     0 

8     ma       p       —JJL     0 

Table 3: The components of Vamt. 
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vectors are given by: 

Va4   =   -ena4 + KNpnamh - 744 

+T£amb + amaib - pmamb (A. 10) 

Varib   =   enanb - 7rnara& + 74^6 

-v£amb - amanb + /xmamb (A.ll) 

Vam^    =   KNpnanb - nrialb + T£anb 

-^44 - P^a^b + M^a4 (A-l2) 

Hence the divergences of the triad vectors, used in the main text, are given 
by: 

Vor   =   e-p (A.13) 

Van
a   =   M-7 (A.14) 

V0m
a   =   TT-T (A.15) 

We conclude this section with examples 2 (the generalized BTZ black 
hole) and 3 (the Clement solution) discussed in section 2. It is easy to verify 
that a desired triad in the generalized BTZ space-time is given by: 

T   =   dv + ^(N)2dr-N't>d(t> (A. 16) 

na   =   -dr (A.17) 

ma   =   - 
7 

The corresponding co-triads are 

ma   =   -84, (A.18) 
r 

4   =   -hN)2dv + dr (A. 19) 

na    =    -dv (A.20) 

ma   =   rN^dv + rdcf). (A.21) 

For this triad, the spin-coefficients are: 

e=/^-r(iV^)2, 7 = o, tt = Ar^, 

«ivp = 0, T = iV^       p = -i(iV)2 (A.22) 

For the BTZ black hole, the function /(r) is given by 

M     r2 

nr) = -V + ¥- (A-23) 
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For the Clement solution, a convenient triad is 

£   =   -^N2dv + ^-dr, 

n   =   -du, (A.24) 

and the corresponding spin-coefficients are given by: 

e = -K(A + (N*f)-^(l+uN*) ,          (A.25) 

a " '-"^('-"-S)1 (A'26) 

7 = 0, (A.29) 

/^ivp = 0. (A.31) 

A.2    Curvature 

Since we are in 2 + 1 dimensions, all the information of the curvature tensor 
is contained in the Ricci tensor R^. We will thus calculate the different 
components of i?a& in our preferred triads. Our conventions for the Riemann 
tensor are: 

VaV6*c - VbVatc = -Rc
abdt

d. (AM) 
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Using the tables of the previous section we can express components of the 
Ricci tensor in terms of the spin coefficients as follows: 

Rab£a£b   =    -*"KNP + 2anNp -ep- p2 + KNPr + 
+Ci p - Cm KNp (A.33) 

Rabl
anb   =   TT

2
 -TTa + 2-fe-ep + pp-TTr -aT + 

+Cn -Ctfi-Cne + CmK (A.34) 

Rab£amh   =   27ttArp -np- pr + Cir-CnKNP (A.35) 

Rabna£b    =    -7ra + 2je-^p + p, p-TCT - ar + T2
 + 

+Ci'y-Cne + Cnp-CmT (A.36) 

Rabn
anb   =   -7/i-/i2 + 7rz/ + 2ai/-i/r-/:n/i + /:m^ (A.37) 

Rabn
amb   =   -7r/i + 2€i/-/iT + /:/i/-/:n7r (A.38) 

Rabmalb     =     -TT € + a € + 7 ^ATP + K^p p - TT p - a p + 
+Cia-Cme (A.39) 

Rabm
anb   =   a7-a/i + ez/ + i/p-7T-/iT- 

-£na + £m7 (A-40) 
Rabm

amb   =    -TT
2
 + e /i + 2 ^ATP ^ + 7P-2Mp-r2 + 

+CitJi-Cnp-Cmir + CmT (A.41) 

Finally, since the Ricci tensor is symmetric, we obtain the following restric- 
tions on the spin coefficients: 

0   =   7r2-e/i + 7/9-r2-/:£/i-/:nP + ^m7r + >Cmr      (A.42) 

0    =    'Ke — a€ + 7KNP — KNPtJ> + aP — PT — 

-Cta + CiT- Cn KNp + Cm e (A.43) 

0   =    — a7 — TT/X + a^ + eu — up + jr + 

+C^-CnTT + Cna- Cml (A.44) 

A-3    Triad rotations 

In this section we investigate how our spin-coefficients change under Lorentz 
transformations. We begin with a boost in the plane spanned by la and na: 

r    —->   ct (A.45) 

na     .^     Ina (A<46) 
c 

ma    —>   ma (A.47) 
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Under the action of this boost, we have: 
K

'NP 
= C2K

NP        n' = n e' — ce + £aVaC 

T' = T v' = ±iv      i = lc{l+l
cn

aVac) (A.48) 

p' = cp p' = \p a' = a + \maVac 

Next, let us consider a null rotation: 

la   —>   ta (A.49) 

ma   —>   cr + ma (A.51) 

The coefficients now transform as follows: 

K'NP   
=   KNP (A.52) 

T'   =   r + -C2
KNP + cp (A.53) 

z* 
(J   =   P + CKNP (A.54) 

TT'   =   TT + -C2
KNP + ce + rVac (A.55) 

Zi 

v'   =   v + -c3e + -c^Kjyp + C7 + ~c2r + c2a + c3p + -c27r 

+Jc2rVac + naVac + cmttVac (A.56) 
Zi 

n'   =   n + c2e + -(?KNP + ca + CTT + -c2^ + 

+crvac + maVac (A.57) 

e'   =   e + c/^^p (A.58) 

y    =   7 + -c2e + -C3
KNP + cr + ca + c2p (A.59) 

z z 
a    =   a + ce + c KNP + cp (A.60) 

A.4    Components of the gravitational connection A 

We can express the covariant derivative operator Va in terms of the connec- 
tion 1-form A^. Using the relation 

VaVb^Aijv'en, (A.61) 
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where e/;, is the triad, and using 

AaIJ = eKI
JAK (A.62) 

we arrive at the desired expression: 

A?   =   {7ma + u£a-f^ma)£K 

+{KNpna + T4 - pma)nK 

+ (-ena - 74 + ama)mK (A.63) 

The analogous expression for the triad is just 

ei = -Ln1 - rtai1 + main1. {AM) 

A.5    The Maxwell field and equations 

To conclude, let us consider the Maxwell field. The components of the field 
strength F in our triad define the analogs of the NP Qf. 

F = $0™ A m -f $1^ A n + ^m A t (AM) 

Finally, the Maxwell equations are then given by 

D5>i - 6^0 — (TT — ce)$o + P$i — KNP®2I (AM) 

2D$2 - 5$! = -/i$o + 27r$i + (p - 2e)$2, (A.67) 

2A$o-^i = (27-/i)$o-2r$i+/)$2, (A.68) 

A$i-5$2 = ^o-AA*i + (Qf-T)$2- (A.69) 

A.6    Horizons 

Because of the various boundary conditions, a number of simplifications arise 
at the horizon A. First, it is convenient to assume that the null vector n 
is exact, dn=0. Then, a=7r. If A is a non-expanding horizon, two of the 
spin coefficients vanish; p=0 and KNP=0. Furthermore, £a/Da7r=maVae and 
£aVaT=0. The Ricci tensor is constrained: Rab£a£b=0, Rab£amb=0. Finally, 
for the Maxwell field, $o=0 and laVa<$>i=0. 

On a weakly isolated horizon, spin coefficients are further restricted: 
e^const. In the non-extremal case, e ^0, the preferred foliation is charac- 
terized by n=const. On an isolated horizon, two further conditions hold: 
iaVafi=0 and £aVa(Rcdm

cmd)=0. 
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B    Asymptotic behavior at spatial infinity 

In this Appendix we will specify the asymptotic fall-off of our field variables. 
We will consider two cases: i) there are no matter fields near infinity; and 
ii) the only matter field near infinity is the Maxwell field. We separate 
these cases because, in presence of charges, the second involves additional, 
significant complications which do not arise in the first case. For both, we 
will assume that in the neighborhood of spatial infinity 

A ~A +A, e ~e +e, (B.l) 

A ~A +A, *F -*F -t*F, (B.2) 

where the quantities with the circle on top are certain background fields 
(which we specify explicitly below) and the ones with tilde are 'smaller' 
quantities with specific fall-off (specified below) in a radial coordinate r 
defined by the background metric. Our choice of asymptotic conditions is 
dictated by the following stringent requirements: i) All explicitly known 
stationary black hole solutions (that we are aware of) belong to the phase- 
space defined by these conditions; ii) For fields satisfying these asymptotic 
conditions, the action is finite (on- and off-shell) and differentiable; iii) On 
the full phase, the Hamiltonian is finite (on- and off-shell) and differentiable; 
iv) The symplectic structure is well-defined; and, v) The boundary conditions 
are preserved by the infinitesimal evolution. 

Vacuum space-times. 

In this case, the BTZ solutions naturally provide the required background 
fields. Thus, we assume that a neighborhood of infinity of every space-time 
of interest is diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of infinity of the BTZ space- 
time. Then, in terms of the BTZ coordinates i, r, 0, we can specify the 
background co-triads and connection: 

£   =    -Ar2dt+-dr, (B.3) 

° ,        dr /_ A. 
n   =   ■*+A^' (B-4) 

m   =   rd(f>, (B.5) 

A     =   dcpe1 -j-Apd^n1 - A^dtm1 + drmI (B.6) 

where I1, n7, m1 is a constant internal triad, satisfying our orthogonality and 
normalization conditions with the fixed internal metric rjij. An appropriate 
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set of fall-off conditions on the deviations e and A is given by: 

it~i, I ~ 1/r2, t* ~ 1/r, (B.7) 

nt ~ 1/r2, nr ~ 1/r4, n^, ~ 1/r, (B.8) 

rht ~ 1/r, mr ~ 1/r2, W0 ~ 1/r, (B.9) 

hAl - 1/^, iji^ ~ 1/r, lltf, ~ 1/r, (B.10) 

niAl ~ 1/r2, nji^ ~ 1/r2, n/ij ~ 1/r3, (B.H) 

miAl ~ 1/r2, m/i^ ~ 1/r2, m/ij, ~ 1/r. (B.12) 

B.l    Electro-vacuum space-times. 

To accommodate non-zero angular momentum and charge, a considerably 
more complicated choice of the background fields is needed. A natural strat- 
egy would be to replace the BTZ background with that provided by the 
Clement solution. Thus, for the co-triad we are led to choose 

n    =    -di+tAr2)-^, 

O 

m 
uiO2      r uQ2 In i- 

27rr      ro ^hr6 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

-2- In —)d0, 
47rr      ro 

(B.15) 

+   ml   ('(_rA_A^!lnL)d,+ Idr + ^!(i-2ta^)d(f.), (B.16) 
yv 47rr        ro r 47rr ro      / 

and, for the Maxwell field, 

r /^        j^  ,   ! A^.2. 
A   =   giny(dt~a;d(/)) + -AQu;2dt, (B.17) 

*F   =   Qu>Adt + Qd<fi, (B.18) 

o 

where, although the form of ^F is determined by that of the background 
connection, we have displayed it explicitly for convenience. The fall-off con- 
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ditions on the permissible deviations are given by 

r        Inr 
At -       , 

r 
A          Inr r        Inr 

A^~—, (B.19) 

*Ft - -, 
r ^*r ~   r2 , *** - ^ (B.20) 

It ~ Inr/r, lr ~ lnr/r2, ?* ^ 1/r, (B.21) 

fit - 1/r3, hr ~ lnr/r4", n^ ~ lnr/r2, (B.22) 

rht ~ lnr/r2, mr ~ lnr/r4", m^ ~ lnr/r2, (B.23) 

IjAl ~ lnr/r, IjAj. ~ lnr/r3, hA^ - 1/r, (B.24) 

njAt ~ lnr/r, njAl rsj lnr/r3, nji} - 1/r3, (B.25) 

miAl ~ lnr/r2, mjA^ ^ lnr/r3, mjAL ~ lnr/r2 . (B.26) 

In these conditions, the parameters Q, u and fo do not depend on the 
coordinates (t, r, 0) and we consider only such histories in the Lagrangian 
formulation for which the variations of these parameters vanish at infinity 
at the rate 1/r. 

We will conclude by pointing out a subtlety with respect to the boundary 
condition on the electromagnetic vector potential A. In higher dimensions, 
one can simply require that A should vanish at spatial infinity. In 2+1 
dimensions, by contrast, if the electric charge is non-zero, A necessarily 
diverges logarithmically. Now, the asymptotic form of A is not fixed a 
priori by physical considerations; there is a possibility of making a gauge 
transformation: 

A •-> A + df (B.27) 

which can be non-trivial at infinity. For the Hamiltonian framework of the 
main text to be well-defined, however, the asymptotic form of / is restricted; 
df must be of the form F(Q)dt at infinity. Note that the coefficient of dt 
must be constant in any given space-time and can only depend on the charge; 
if it depended on other parameters —u and fo— then the term at infinity 
in (4.9) would not be an exact variation and we would not be able to define 
energy at infinity. Nonetheless, we do have a restricted gauge freedom. 
In this Appendix, for concreteness and pedagogical simplicity, we simply 
eliminated it 'by hand' through our boundary conditions at infinity. Had 
we retained this freedom, all our discussion would have gone through. The 
expressions of the symplectic structure and angular momentum would have 
remained unchanged. However, the scalar potential $(t) would then have 
inherited an ambiguity in the Clement solution through the undetermined 
F(Q) and this ambiguity would have trickled down in the final expression of 
the horizon mass MA for general space-times.  Thus, because the Maxwell 
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potentials diverge logarithmically, a priori the horizon mass is ambiguous 
in presence of a non-zero electric charge. In the main text, for simplicity, 
we chose to eliminate this ambiguity by hand through a specific choice of 
boundary conditions, i.e., by fixing the Maxwell gauge at infinity. 
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